
Car Dealerships: Never lose another sale to an odor issue. Keep and resell those smelly trade-ins. Offer your customers
a quick and easy deodorization service while they wait.
Auto Detailing Supply Distributors: Create new customers, increase sales and earn reorders easily with a deodorizing
product that actually works. Enjoy exclusive distributor pricing.  
Detail Shops: Add an odor removal service to increase profits and earn repeat business. 
Car Rentals: Eliminate smelly rentals, phase out costly air fresheners that only mask odors.
Weekend Warriors/Car Enthusiasts: Get a fresh, odor free ride anytime you want!
Ridesharing/Carpooling: No one likes a smelly trip. Offer your clients a better experience in a refreshed ride.

Have you tried absolutely everything to remove that funky smell from inside a car with no success?  Look no further. BIO-BOMBSTM has you covered. 
We don’t mask odors with fragrance. We don’t use aerosols or sprays. We use science. Our odor bombs are designed to eliminate foul odors by destroying them 
at their source. 

How it works: When a BIO-BOMBSTM  tablet is submerged into water, a rapid reaction generates a gas called Chlorine Dioxide (ClO2). This gas quickly leaves the 
water, occupies the enclosed odor-ridden space and a microscopic airborne battle ensues, resulting in a BIO-BOMBTM win everytime.

BIO-BOMBSTM PERMANENTLY REMOVE THESE ODORS
 
    Tobacco/Marijuana   Moldy/Stale Air  Gasoline/other chemicals
    Pet Odors (Wet Dog)   Dairy Spills  Sports gear (even hockey stuff)
    Rotten Egg    Urine   Vomit
    Body Odor    Perfume   And so much more…

• Is a gaseous molecule made up of 2 oxygen atoms and 1 chlorine atom. 
• Is an extremely versatile and effective oxidizer, with tremendous application 
   potential. 
• Is so small (0.124 nm) that it can deodorize even the tiniest crevices inside a car.
• Is able to denature odor causing sources on all surfaces including seats, 
   headliners, carpets, visors, seat belts and even the ventilation system.
Simply put, one BIO-BOMBTM will restore air freshness and provide a pleasant, 
odor-free environment by removing smelly volatile compounds. 

Cars, trucks, buses, RV’s, campers, work trucks, utility and cargo vans, 
foodtrucks, ambulances, airplanes, boats…

BIO-BOMBSTM  FOR YOUR BUSINESS. Where there’s a car, you could use a BIO-BOMBTM 

WHY BIO-BOMBSTM AND NOT OUR COMPETITION? IF YOU'RE CURIOUS ABOUT THE SCIENCE, READ ON. CHLORINE DIOXIDE:

• BIO-BOMBSTM are easy-to-use tablets. No tricky powder pouches, mixing 
   or measuring.
• Our application jar fits snugly inside the car's cupholder. No trays or wide 
   mouth jars to knock over on the vehicle floor.
• Extremely competitive pricing 50-75% cheaper then the other guys.
• Unparalleled customer support team with 20+ years in an industry we 
   know and love. 

USES FOR BIO-BOMBSTM TIME IT TAKES BIO-BOMBSTM TO REMOVE ODORS 

ASK US ABOUT OUR BULK PRICING
AND PRIVATE LABELING OPPORTUNITIES  


